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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours offers practical advice from an author with a strong writing background, solid teaching experience, and extensive television production credentials -- TV anchor, reporter, photographer, and editor plus recipient of a regional Emmy award and two Society of Professional Journalists 1st place awards. Rather than simply presenting a collection of disconnected hands-on tutorials, Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours will always remind its readers of the big picture and what they're trying to accomplish. To that end Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours will supplement its Premiere functionality instruction with tips on shooting high quality video, creating professional voice-overs, and effective editing methods. Anyone with a Wintel PC who wants to venture into anything more than very simple video editing will eventually turn to this book!     

       About the Author

Jeff Sengstack has worn many hats: TV news reporter/anchor, video producer,   writer focusing on PC technology, high school math/science teacher, radio   station disk jockey, music publisher marketing director and (presently) school   board trustee. As a news reporter he won a regional Emmy and two Society of   Professional Journalists first-place awards. He's an Adobe Certified Expert and   Trainer on Premiere and wrote Adobe's Higher Education Digital Video Curriculum   Guide. He's written 300 articles and five books, including Sams Teach Yourself   DVD Authoring in 24 Hours. His focus these days is creating family tree DVDs and   video tutorials to supplement this book. Visit his Web site at   www.sengstack.com.
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Pro Hibernate and MongoDB (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Hibernate and MongoDB are a powerful combination of open source persistence and NoSQL technologies for today's Java-based enterprise and cloud application developers. Hibernate is the leading open source Java-based persistence, object relational management engine, recently repositioned as an object grid management engine. ...
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The Product Manager's Toolkit: Methodologies, Processes and Tasks in High-Tech Product ManagementSpringer, 2010

	Product management is challenging, complex, and often misunderstood. Across the high-tech industry, drastically different duties and responsibilities are attributed to product management professionals. Diverse interpretations regarding the role of product management have only further confused practitioners and stifled the ability to...
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Pro PHP RefactoringApress, 2010

	Many businesses and organizations depend on older high-value PHP software that risks abandonment because it is impossible to maintain. The reasons for this may be that the software is not well designed; there is only one developer (the one who created the system) who can develop it because he didn’t use common design patterns and...
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Basic Statistics Using SAS Enterprise Guide: A PrimerSAS Institute, 2007
Now it's easy to perform many of the most common statistical techniques when you use the SAS Enterprise Guide point-and-click interface to access the power of SAS. Emphasizing the practical aspects of the analysis, this example-rich guide shows you how to conduct a wide range of statistical analyses without any SAS programming required. One or...
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Salyut - The First Space Station: Triumph and Tragedy (Springer Praxis Books)Praxis, 2008

	This remarkable book gives a comprehensive account of the longest manned space mission of the time. It details for the first time the people involved and the crews assigned to operate the first space station Salyut. The book portrays the selection of the crews, dramatic flights and tragedy of Soyuz 11. Biographies of the Soyuz 11 cosmonauts...
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The Atmospheric Chemist's Companion: Numerical Data for Use in the Atmospheric SciencesSpringer, 2012

	This companion provides a collection of frequently needed numerical data as a convenient desk-top or pocket reference for atmospheric scientists as well as a concise source of information for others interested in this matter. The material contained in this book was extracted from the recent and the past scientific literature; it covers...
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